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ABSTRACT: A simple method to produce record concentrations
(up to 10 mg mL−1) of high-quality aqueous graphene suspensions
by using an ordinary benchtop magnetic stirrer is reported. The
shear rates employed here are almost 10 times less than those in
previous reports, and graphene is eﬃciently separated from
unexfoliated graphite during the synthesis. Systematic optimization
of synthesis parameters, such as pH, protein concentration,
temperature, stirrer speed, and volume of solution, aﬀorded
eﬃcient conversion (100%) of graphite to graphene−aqueous
suspensions. The synthesis is readily scaled-up with a continuous
ﬂow reactor where the graphene is produced and separated 24/7,
with little or no human intervention. Raman spectroscopy
conﬁrmed little to no sp3 or oxidative defects, and that the
graphene nanosheets consisted of three to ﬁve layers. The graphene suspensions were coated on aluminum and tested for thermal
conductivity applications. The thermal conductivity of our graphene sample was calculated to be 684 W m−1 K−1, a value greater
than that of a commercial sample. The activation energy measured for shear exfoliation by stirring was found to be over 45 billion
times smaller than the corresponding thermal activation energy, aﬀording physical insight into the process. We hypothesize that
stirring selectively populates translational states that are necessary for exfoliation and thus requires far less energy than conventional
exfoliation methods, where the energy is uniformly distributed among all available modes. Therefore, an eﬃcient, convenient, and
inexpensive method for graphene production in limited-resource settings is reported here.
KEYWORDS: bovine serum albumin, biophilic graphene, mechanism, low-shear synthesis, activation energy

1. INTRODUCTION

High-quality single-layer graphene (SLG) is often synthesized
using chemical vapor deposition (CVD),18−23 while few-layer
graphene (FLG) has been synthesized with ball milling,
sonication, and shear exfoliation.24−35 Shear exfoliation involves
the application of shear forces to delaminate the crystals of
graphite into individual graphene sheets or FLG. FLG
production by shear exfoliation often requires the use of organic
solvents or surfactants.24−26,34 Surfactants used are toxic or
undesirable, and dispersants, such as sodium cholate, gave
limited concentrations of expensive FLG.25−27,35−40 Therefore,
producing aqueous suspensions of surfactant-free graphene in
large quantities, at low cost, is a major challenge. Surfactant-free
graphene suspensions in water were produced earlier by using
proteins as dispersants. However, protein-assisted exfoliation

Preparation of high quality graphene suspensions in water, on a
large scale, remains a current unmet challenge. In response, we
report a simple, inexpensive, and safe top-down synthesis
method to produce high-quality graphene (not graphene oxide)
suspensions in water, at record concentrations, using a standard
benchtop stirrer. The major breakthrough here is the very low
shear required to exfoliate graphite to graphene, which is almost
10 times less than those of previous methods. Since its discovery
in 2004, graphene’s1 thermal and electrical conductivity
properties,1−5 as well as its optical transparency6 and tensile
strength,7 have opened the door to seemingly impossible ideas
including ﬂexible electronics,8,9 invisibility cloaks,10 and space
elevators.11 To date, graphene has been used to create better
energy storage devices,12,13 solar cells,14 electrodes,15 photosensitive transistors,16 and biosensors17 (to name only a few),
dominating the world of materials science. However, these
technological advancements have, for the most part, only been
actuated on a small scale due to limitations in obtaining large
quantities of high-quality graphene.
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Figure 1. Schematic representation of the biographene continuous ﬂow reactor allowing for continuous collection of few-layer biographene with
minimal eﬀort post setup. The quality of the graphene sheets produced this way was conﬁrmed via Raman spectroscopy and transmission electron
microscopy. The graphene suspensions were then use to easily fabricate ﬂexible and thermally stable graphene/aluminum coatings.

consists of a peristaltic pump, a round-bottom ﬂask with an
elongated neck, and a magnetic stirrer, all connected with basic
tubing. The system ﬂows autonomously; therefore, intervention
is only needed to add more protein stock solution or solid
graphite.
The high quality of the graphene suspensions was conﬁrmed
by Raman spectroscopy, indicating few sp3 defects and no
oxidative defects. The morphology, shape, and composition of
the sheets were further established by electron microscopy. We
have also studied and optimized a number of synthesis
conditions in an eﬀort to better understand the exfoliation
mechanism and the graphene−protein as well as graphene−
water interface. The graphene suspensions were then coated on
aluminum to fabricate lightweight heat radiators for applications
in space voltaics. Details of our investigations follow.

required high shear forces and resulted in restricted concentrations of FLG suspensions.
The highest yield of FLG−water suspensions obtained with
protein-assisted exfoliation was only about 6−7 mg mL−1,37
while the current method produces 10−12 mg mL−1 graphene in
water with an ordinary benchtop magnetic stirrer. In addition,
previous preparations have limited stability, low yield, and
require expensive instrumentation and constant attention. The
current method uses an ordinary magnetic stirrer to produce
aqueous suspensions of FLG without frequent human
intervention.
Another major bottleneck of producing aqueous FLG water
dispersions has been the scale-up to produce large quantities for
biological and other applications. The current approach
addresses this issue by using a continuous ﬂow reactor to
produce surfactant-free graphene, 24/7, without compromising
the high quality, high concentrations, and high conversion of
graphite to graphene.
An additional concern in making FLG is the separation of
graphene from graphite. Previous methods require tedious,
time-consuming centrifugation steps to separate FLG from the
unexfoliated graphite. In the current method, FLG is eﬃciently
separated from graphite within the reactor by gravity and
requires no further need for centrifugation or puriﬁcation. This
is another novel feature of the current method, which saves time
and eﬀort without compromising the quality of graphene while
still producing 24/7.
Although many diﬀerent exfoliation methods of graphite to
graphene are known, the energy barriers inherent to these
processes have not been delineated before. Hence, we attempt to
understand why graphite can be exfoliated under low shear
conditions, such as stirring. The simplicity of our synthesis
allowed for the calculation of the activation energy for stirring
induced exfoliation and for a classical thermal activation energy.
In comparing these two values, important physical insights were
gained in terms of how directly populating speciﬁc graphite
translational modes may facilitate eﬃcient graphite exfoliation.
The current method to produce high-quality graphene in
water in a ﬂow reactor is shown in Figure 1. The apparatus

2. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS
2.1. Continuous Flow Reactor Setup. A 500 mL round-bottom
ﬂask connected to a 30 cm-long neck with a 1.5 cm diameter was made
by a professional glass blower. A 2′ × 3/4′ size egg stir bar was added to
the bottom, and a glass piece with an inner entrance tube and outer exit
tube was ﬁt to the top of the neck. Biographene samples were analyzed
with ultraviolet-visible (UV−vis) spectroscopy, Raman spectroscopy,
transmission electron microscopy (TEM), scanning electron microscopy/energy-dispersive spectrometry (SEM/EDS), and zeta potential
analysis (Supporting Information).
2.2. Removal of Free Protein. Samples of biographene were ﬁrst
centrifuged at 0.2 g for 10 min to remove any graphite or many-layered
(>12) graphene nanosheets. The supernatant solution was then
centrifuged at 17 g for 65 min to remove the free BSA. The resulting
clear supernatant, containing free BSA, was then removed from the
centrifuge tube. The remaining graphene pellet at the bottom was then
resuspended in distilled water by vigorous up and down pipetting. This
solution was then centrifuged a second time at 17 g for 65 min. Again,
the supernatant was removed and the pellet was resuspended in distilled
water. The pellet could be resuspended in the original volume or a
smaller volume to increase the graphene concentration if desired.
2.3. Optimization of Biographene. Optimization studies were
completed over a 24 h stir period for all experiments, with one variable
being changed at a time. Cylindrical vials (7.4 mL, 1.5 cm diameter)
were used in all cases (VWR International, LLC Radnor, PA:
3816
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Figure 2. Optimization studies done to determine the amount of biographene produced as (A) stir speed, (B) temperature, (C) initial graphite
concentration, (D) initial BSA concentration, (E) solution volume, and (F) pH were varied. All sample absorbances were taken at 660 nm (E = 20.0
mg−1 mL cm−1). Unless otherwise indicated, all trials were done with 3 mL of sample volumes, 1.3 cm diameter stir bar, and 7.4 mL vials (vial diameter
= 1.5 cm). While varying the initial graphite concentration, the change in volume caused by larger additions of ﬂakes (>300 mg mL−1) was ignored for
convenience; therefore, the reported initial concentrations are a slight overestimate. In some cases, error bars are too small to see. *In plot D, the eﬀect
of varying [BSA] is plotted as absorbance at 660 nm multiplied by the dilution factor for each solution due to varying extinction coeﬃcients.

reactor are eventually exfoliated into graphene by continual ﬂow
of BSA solution through the reactor. A high concentration of 10
mg mL−1 graphene was obtained after ﬁrst centrifuging to
remove many-layered nanosheets and then washing oﬀ excess
protein via centrifugation at 17 g for 65 min (twice) (Figure S1).
Bovine serum albumin (BSA), an inexpensive waste product
of the meat industry,41,42 was chosen here as the surfactant due
to previous reported success.36−38,43−45 BSA has been suggested
to aid in stabilizing graphene sheets in water by binding its
hydrophobic segments to graphene while exposing its hydrophilic segments to water.38,44 Previous reports propose that BSA
aids in exfoliation due to its ability to bind to graphene via
stacking of its aromatic residues onto the sp2 carbons, as well as a
number of the BSA residues adsorbing onto the graphene
surface.43 Additionally, 99 carboxylic acid and 82 amine groups
of BSA oﬀer numerous attachment sites for subsequent
conjugation chemistry with the protein-loaded graphene.38,46
In this context, BSA acts as an imperative exfoliating agent and
stabilizer; however, all unbound BSA is removed from the
graphene to limit deviations from graphene’s inherent properties.
To remove free BSA from the solution, samples were
centrifuged at 17 g for 65 min, and the supernatant was
removed and replaced with distilled water (and the
centrifugation process was repeated once more) until there
was no detectable protein in the wash (Bradford assay, Figure
S2).47 Unwashed graphene ([BSA]i = 215 μM) was found to
have 5.3 ± 1.4 mg of protein per milligram of graphene, and
washed graphene (hereinafter biographene) had 0.9 ± 0.2 mg of
protein per milligram of graphene. The protein to graphene

VW60910-A) with an octagon cross section stir bar (1/2 inch long by
1/8 inch diameter). Samples were stirred in six vials at a time in the
center of an INTLLAB stir plate. In all experiments, the solution
volume was given as the volume of BSA solution added to the vial,
assuming no added volume from the graphite powder. In the cases
where the graphite powder concentration exceeded 300 mg mL−1, the
powder caused a slight volume change; thus, the given volume is an
underestimate. After samples were stirred for 24 h, they were
centrifuged at 0.2 g for 10 min to remove any graphite ﬂakes, and
their absorbances at 660 nm were recorded.
2.4. Activation Energy Calculations. Using the concentrations of
biographene produced over 24 h of stirring under speciﬁc conditions, at
diﬀerent temperatures, an Arrhenius plot was constructed by plotting
the natural log of (k1/k2) versus 1/T1 − 1/T2 (K−1). Biographene
concentration is assumed to be proportional to the rate constant (k).
The slope of this plot is equal to −ETHERMAL ACTIVATION/R (R = 8.314 J
mol−1 K−1). A pseudo-Arrhenius plot was constructed using the shear
rate instead of temperature, and the corresponding activation energy for
stirring-mediated exfoliation was obtained. The slope obtained for this
plot was −ESHEAR ACTIVATION/R (R = 8.314 J mol−1 K−1).

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1. Biographene Synthesis Using a Stir Reactor. The
continuous ﬂow reactor (Figure 1) was set up using a 500 mL
round-bottom ﬂask with a 30 cm elongated neck to gravity
separate the few-layer biographene from the graphite ﬂakes. The
ﬂask was loaded with graphite (100 mg mL−1), a stir bar, and the
BSA solution (20 mg mL−1, 500 mL). The temperature was set
to 65 °C while stirring, and after 1 day, the fresh BSA solution
was pumped continuously into the bottom of the reactor while
collecting the graphene suspension from the top of the reactor.
In this way, 100% of the original graphite ﬂakes put into the
3817
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Figure 3. (A) Raman spectra of graphite (black) and biographene (pink). The average of over 100 Raman spectra was used to calculate an average of
three to ﬁve layers per ﬂake.25 A 514 nm excitation laser was used for all Raman measurements. (B). Close-up of the D′ and 2D bands from Figure 3A,
where biographene’s pronounced D′ can be seen and the 2D band shift, from 2726 cm−1 in graphite to 2698 cm−1 in graphene, is visible.

In eq 1, Np is the power number,49 ρ is the density of the
solution (kg m−3), F is the rotation frequency of the stir bar
(s−1), d is the diameter of the stir bar (m), η is the viscosity of the
solution (Pa s), and V is the volume of the solution. This
equation most accurately describes the shear rate produced by a
two-blade ﬂat paddle impeller, which is used as an approximation for our stir bar system. Further discussion of shear rate
calculations can be found in eqs S1−S4 and Table S2.
The temperature of the system is also seen to play a role in
graphene production (Figure 2B). Foremost, an increase in
temperature can cause a decrease in viscosity of the liquid, as
well as an increase in molecular collisions. An added beneﬁt to
keeping the graphene reactor at 65 °C is that this temperature
will kill most bacteria attempting to grow in the reactor,
prolonging your biographene lifetime.50
Initial graphite concentration has a profound eﬀect on the
graphene production, as was anticipated. Figure 2C shows that
an increase in initial graphite concentration resulted in a steep
increase in graphene production. Graphite concentrations above
400 mg mL−1 were not tested due to the change in solution
volume the bulk graphite would cause, as well as the increased
resistance caused for the stir bar. The initial graphite
concentration eﬀect on the rate of graphene production
supports the idea that graphite-to-graphite ﬂake collisions
cause the bulk ﬂakes to break apart into smaller pieces, which,
in turn, contain layers, held together by weak van der Waals
interactions. Smaller fragmented pieces are more easily sheared
apart, and so, ultimately increasing graphite-to-graphite
collisions enables a higher exfoliation per shear rate.37,51
As reported previously, the [BSA]i shows no eﬀect on the rate
of graphene production after a minimum value of 40 μM (Figure
2D). However, the role of BSA in graphene production remains
signiﬁcant. After graphite sheet collisions occur, the BSA
molecules immediately catch the ejected graphene fragments
on either side and prevent the restacking of multiple graphite
sheets together allowing for the high and prolonged stability of
graphene ﬂakes in water (Figure 3B). Previous reports suggest
that surfactant diﬀusion and subsequent intercalation between
graphene sheets can be an intermediate step to exfoliation by
adsorbing to the bottom of one layer and the top of the adjacent
layer and causing steric repulsion. With enough BSA adsorption
on opposing sides of two adjacent graphene sheets, the layers
can push and peel apart from one another.52 The hydrophobic
functional groups on BSA bind to the graphene sheets, while the
hydrophilic groups face the solvent (water), thereby allowing for
a more favorable interaction and decreasing the graphene’s

composition was conﬁrmed via SEM/EDS analysis where the
unwashed sample was shown to have a greater nitrogen/carbon
ratio (0.2:1) than the biographene sample (0.1:1), indicating the
removal of protein from the washed sample (Figure S3 and
Table S1). Table S1 also shows the (rough) estimated percent
oxygen in our graphene samples to be only about 4−6%,
agreeing with our Raman analysis. The amount of remaining
BSA after washing was further conﬁrmed using thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) shown in Figure S4. The TGA data
shows that the (washed) biographene has 45% protein by weight
translating to about 0.8 mg of BSA to 1 mg of graphene.
Ultraviolet−visible absorbance spectroscopy was used to
calculate and compare biographene sample concentrations in
the ﬂow reactor from day to day using the sample absorbance at
660 nm (Figure S5A). Biographene collected from the ﬂow
reactor showed a steady increase in concentration of 0.1 mg
mL−1 per day at a pump rate of 3 mL h−1. Biographene
concentration in the reactor reached a plateau after day 28 with a
concentration of 2.5 mg mL−1 graphene, and more graphite was
added to the reactor when needed (Figure S5B). It is important
to note that we monitored our ﬂow reactor for continuous
production of biographene for 28 days; however, high
concentrations of biographene do not require 28 days
processing time and can be made in 24−48 h depending on
the parameters used. Biographene concentration was determined using the calculated extinction coeﬃcients at 660 nm
(Figure S5C,D). E660 values were determined to be 11.9 and 20
mg−1 mL cm−1 for biographene and unwashed biographene,
respectively. It is relevant to note that there is a broad range of
extinction coeﬃcients for graphene reported in the literature,
which can inﬂuence concentration results.
3.2. Optimization of Biographene Synthesis. The
inﬂuence of diﬀerent process parameters was investigated by
careful testing of biographene production as a function of initial
[BSA], initial [graphite], stir speed, reactor temperature, pH,
volume of the reaction mixture, and shear rate employed over a
stir period of 24 h (Figure 2).
Intuitively, the stir speed has a considerable eﬀect on the
graphene production rate (Figure 2A). An increase in rotations
per minute allows for an increase in shear rate (eq 1), which
facilitates the shearing apart of graphite ﬂakes (Figure S6). In
this report, the shear rate was determined by eq 1.48
γ̇ =

Np ρ F 3d5
ηV

(1)
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overall hydrophobicity.53 The binding of BSA to the graphite
and/or graphene surfaces lowers the overall surface free
energy.37 This BSA binding biofunctionalizes the graphene,
making it suitable for biological applications.38,40
Increasing the sample volume causes a considerable decrease
in the graphene rate of production (Figure 2E), most likely due
to the decreased shear rate produced. As the solution volume
decreased, the percentage of the graphene solution in the reactor
experiencing the maximum shear rate caused by the stir bar
increases. In turn, this allows for a higher number of graphite-tographite collisions throughout and therefore an increase in
product formation.
In Figure 2F, the pH of the biographene solution shows little
eﬀect on the rate of graphene production as long as the pH is not
close to the isoelectric point of BSA (pI = 4.8; range reported in
the literature, 4.8−5.2).54,55 This sheds light on the importance
of the charge of BSA in maintaining colloidal stability, which is
discussed further in Section 3.3.
To elicit a more cohesive understanding of the underlying
mechanism of graphene production via shear force, the reaction
order with respect to each of the exfoliation parameters was
studied (Figure 1 and Figure S7). The rate equation found for
graphene production is given below (eq 2).

asymmetric to symmetric in comparing graphite to graphene
(FWHM ≈ 80 cm−1).37,56,57
From graphite to the biographene sample, there is an increase
in the intensity of the D band indicating the presence of edge
carbon atoms and disorders, such as corrugations (ripples or
wrinkles on the graphene surface) and topological defects such
as grain boundaries.58 Additionally, only the biographene
sample exhibits the D′ band, a shoulder peak oﬀ of the G peak
actuated by graphene sample defects.56,57 The weak D + D″
band at 2450 cm−1 is known and indicated in the literature as a
combination mode in samples with defects.56 The D + D″ band
is often cited as the combination mode of the D and D′ peaks.59
However, we have noted that this peak only seems to appear in
samples made with BSA so it is possible that this peak is due to a
known BSA C−H stretching mode.60
The ratio of the intensity of the D band to the intensity of the
D′ band (ID/ID′) was used to determine the level of oxidative
defects present in the graphene samples. The ID/ID′ for
biographene was calculated to be 2.48, indicating a lack of sp3
defects and that no oxidative defects were incurred during the
exfoliation or during the washing process. It is worth noting that
our graphite powder exhibits a weak D band (ID = 0.02),
suggesting that some defects may be due to the starting material
(Figure S8). Previous reports suggest that an ID/ID′ ratio below
3.5 implies the presence of edge defects on the sheets.25,37,59
These edge defects provide further evidence of successful
exfoliation of the graphite ﬂakes into graphene and aﬀord easy
attachment sites for someone wishing to do conjugation
chemistry.
Using the equations (eqs S5−S7) put forth by Paton et al.,25 it
was estimated from the Raman spectra that biographene has an
average of three to six layers. An average sheet length of 0.73 ±
0.24 μm was estimated for biographene (Table 1).

Rate (mg mL−1 day −1)
∝ [graphite mg mL−1]i

1.45

[BSA μM]i 0 (speed, RPM)0.31

(pH)0.06 (volume)0.74 (shear rate)1.02

(2)

Equation 2 suggests that the initial graphite concentration has
the largest eﬀect on biographene production with a reaction
order of about 1.5. This heavy inﬂuence may be due to the
increase in graphite-to-graphite collisions that occur with an
increase in graphite concentration, resulting in more fragmented
graphite pieces, which are more likely to succumb to shear force
and peel apart. It can also be seen in eq 2 that shear rate has the
second greatest eﬀect on the biographene production rate due to
an increase in shear resulting in an increase in graphene layers
being pushed and peeled apart. Further details on the inﬂuence
of shear rate in the biographene production mechanism are
discussed in Section 3.6. Both the speed of the stir bar and the
volume of the solution inﬂuence the shear rate being applied to
the solution so it is intuitive that they both impact the
biographene production positively. Equation 2 gives reaction
rate orders of 0 and 0.06 for initial BSA concentration and pH,
respectively. As can be seen in Figure 2D,F, both the BSA and
pH demonstrate no eﬀect on biographene production above a
minimum BSA concentration of 40 μM and as long as the pH of
the solution is not close to the pI of BSA. For this reason, both of
these parameters yield orders of reaction close to or equal to 0
when it comes to the rate of biographene production.
3.3. Characterization of Biographene. Oxidative defects
and number of layers of biographene being produced were
estimated using Raman spectroscopy. A 514 nm laser was used
to excite the biographene samples dried on a glass slide, and the
resulting spectrum of biographene is plotted in Figure 3.
Biographene exhibits the characteristic graphene Raman peaks
at 1348 (D), 1580 (G), 1623 (D′), 2450 (D + D″), 2698 (2D),
and 2948 (D + D′) cm−1.56 In Figure 3B, a clear shift in the 2D
band from 2726 to 2698 cm−1 and an increase in its intensity
from the graphite sample can be seen indicating the change from
graphite to a <5 layer sample of graphene.25,57 It is also
important to note the transformation of the 2D band from

Research Article

Table 1. Average Number of Layers per Biographene Sheet
and Average Sheet Length
samplea
graphite
present study, stirred
biographene, shear
reactor
biographene,
blender

average number of
layers

average sheet
length (μm)

sheet ID/ID′

19.5
3−6
5−7

149
0.7 ± 0.2
1.0 ± 0.1

0.7 ± 0.2
2.5 ± 0.3
2.1 ± 0.2

3−5

0.5 ± 0.1

3.2 ± 0.6

a

All values were calculated using Raman data and equations put forth
by Paton et al. (described in Section S5).25

Transmission electron microscopy was used to conﬁrm the
formation of sheets via simple stirring and determine the sheet
size and shape (Figure 4 and Figure S9). The TEM images show
few-layered transparent sheets of biographene, with some
curling and stacking of sheets being visible. The average sheet
length from TEM was calculated to be 0.61 ± 0.30 μm, matching
well with the lateral sizes calculated from the Raman spectra
(0.73 ± 0.24 μm). Using ImageJ MGV analysis, we have also
calculated the percent transparency of over 150 nanosheets
visible in our TEM images. The most common percent
transparency found for our samples was between 90−95%,
with one-third of the sheets having a transparency of 90% or
higher. This correlates well with three- to six-layer graphene
sheets if each graphene layer is 97.7% transparent.6
The zeta potential (ζ) of the biographene suspensions was
measured as a function of pH to further determine the colloidal
3819
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Figure 4. (A) Histogram of biographene ﬂake’s lateral size as estimated from TEM images (>100 ﬂakes surveyed). (B) Histogram of the results of an
ImageJ analysis of the percent transparency of over 150 sheets surveyed from the TEM data indicating that a majority of the samples have greater than
80% transparency. (C−E) Standard biographene ﬂakes seen using a transmission electron microscope. Transparency of ﬂakes indicates that very few
layers are present. Flakes can be seen folding and stacking on one another.

Figure 5. (A) Zeta potential analysis of washed biographene as a function of pH. pH was adjusted with NaOH or HCl before each zeta potential
measurement. Ten cycles were run for each of the three trials per pH of the sample. Biographene is seen to be most stable at pH 6−7. (B) Stability of
biographene (pH 6.8) at 4 °C (blue) and room temperature, 24 °C (orange). Triplicate samples of each solution were kept in the fridge or on the
benchtop, and their UV−vis absorbance at 660 nm was monitored day to day.

stability (Figure 5A). Zeta potential measurements show that
the biographene sample is stable over a wide range of pH values,
proving to be most stable at pH 7.2. The zeta potential of the
solution varied from +15 to −30 mV, as the pH changed from
pH 2 to pH 10, indicating that the surface charge on the
graphene sheets is heavily inﬂuenced by the charge on the
protein at that speciﬁc pH. These results agree well with the
results shown in Figure 2F. In Figure 5A, the isoelectric point
was found to be 4.4, which is very close to that of BSA. This
allows for the charge on the graphene sheets to be easily tuned
by adjusting the pH of the solution.
Both the biographene and unwashed biographene were
incredibly stable when kept at 4 °C (refrigerated), showing
half-lives of 235 and 262 days, respectively (Figure 5B and
Figure S10). Stability was studied by monitoring the sample
concentration (UV−vis spectroscopy, 660 nm) from day to day
to determine if any of the biographene sheets were degrading
and precipitating out of the solution. The stability of the samples
was also tested on the benchtop, and the half-life at room

temperature for the biographene was estimated to be about 107
days. For research requiring a longer half-life than this, we have
found that the addition of 1% benzyl alcohol to the sample
solution is able to elongate the half-life, possibly from its
bacteriostatic activity.61 Stability experiments for samples with
benzyl alcohol injections were not extensively tested for this
study.
3.4. Comparison of the Current Method of Biographene Production with Previous Methods. We have
compared our biographene dispersions to graphene dispersions
made via other reported methods. The Raman ID/IG ratio is
often used to determine the level of defects in a graphene
sample. In Figure 6A, it can be seen that the ID/IG ratio of our
graphene sheets is 0.24 ± 0.1, indicating disorders and edge
carbons and comparing well with the ID/IG of the graphene
reported in the literature. However, our sample concentration in
water is noticeably higher than those of other synthesis methods.
It is important to note that we have chosen to compare to
methods using shear force similar to the method presented here.
3820
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Figure 6. (A) Comparison of reported graphene ID/IG values vs. reported graphene concentrations for top-down graphene synthesis methods. (B)
Comparison of ID/ID′ values, representative of oxidative defects, reported in the literature for top-down synthesis methods. (C) Comparison of shear
rates used for top-down synthesis methods of graphene reported in the literature.25,32,37,63 (D) Comparison of graphene concentration made after 24 h
of stirring graphite in poly(vinylpyrrolidone) (PVP), BSA in water (20 mg mL−1), sodium cholate in water (20 mg mL−1), sodium dodecyl sulfate
(SDS) in water (20 mg mL−1), and ethanol.*Reported shear values used were as high as 75,000 s−1.25 **Shear rate value calculated from reported
parameters using equation given by Varrla et al. in eq S4.32

translational modes during the stirring process contributes
signiﬁcantly to the rate of graphene production. The low
concentration of graphene produced in ethanol (less than 0.1 mg
mL−1) speaks to the idea that the medium used must be able to
stabilize/solubilize the exposed graphite surface in order for
graphene sheets to be readily pulled oﬀ from the graphite crystal.
Sodium cholate and SDS are expected to be able to stabilize
graphene in water; however, the concentrations produced using
this method (3.6 and 0.9 mg mL−1, respectively) appear
signiﬁcantly higher than those reported previously, further
justifying the selective activation of the translational modes
during shear force liquid-phase exfoliation.24,39
We have also compared the concentration of graphene
produced using BSA in water (20 mg mL−1) in a shear reactor
using the same total rotations used over 24 h in a stir experiment
done at 600 rpm (864,000 total rotations). This meant using a
shear reactor at 14,400 rpm for a total of 1 h of shear time. This
resulted in a biographene concentration of 3.7 ± 0.9 mg mL−1, a
slightly lower concentration compared to that of the
biographene made via stirring (4.8 ± 0.5 mg mL−1), although
they are within error. In comparison, the reported value for
graphene concentration made with BSA in water using
sonication is about 1 mg mL−1.44 These comparisons further
justify the idea that the method in which graphite is exfoliated
into graphene plays just as signiﬁcant a role as the medium
chosen to exfoliate in.
3.5. Test Application of the Biographene. The high
electrical and thermal conductivities as well as anticorrosion
properties of graphene have made it a desirable coating on
aluminum foil for applications such as lithium ion batteries, and
light-weight radiators.65−67 However, coating aluminum with

However, diﬀerent methods such as sonication have been
known to produce graphene aggregates in water up to 5% by
weight.62 In Figure 6B, the edge defects (inferred from Raman
ID/ID′) present in our biographene are shown to compare well
with other graphene samples in the literature. Our biographene
synthesis method also requires an incredibly small amount of
shear force (30−3255 s−1) for graphene synthesis, compared to
most methods reported in the literature25,32,37,63 while also
maintaining concentrations up to 10 mg mL−1, as well as low
oxidative defects. The comparison of shear rate employed for
liquid-phase graphene production in Figure 6C shows that the
present method requires a shear rate a factor of about 10 lower
than those of other graphene production methods in the
literature.
In Figure 6D, we have shown a comparison of graphene
concentration made using the present stirring method with
diﬀerent solutions. Graphite (200 mg mL−1) was stirred in
poly(vinylpyrrolidone) (PVP), BSA in water (20 mg mL−1),
sodium cholate in water (20 mg mL−1), sodium dodecyl sulfate
(SDS) in water (20 mg mL−1), and ethanol. The masses of
graphene produced after 24 h of stirring in these diﬀerent media
were then compared. The results of this study suggest that both
the stir method employed here and the medium in which the
graphite is stirred contribute to the overall success of the
exfoliation. Graphite stirred in a PVP solution resulted in about 8
mg mL−1 graphite in solution, which is higher than most
concentrations reported in the literature.39 Hansen solubility
parameters suggest that PVP should solubilize graphene very
well in comparison to ethanol.64 Our results match well with this
theory; however, the high concentration of graphene−PVP that
was produced suggests that the method of selectively exciting
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graphene is often a complicated and extensive process, usually
involving chemical vapor deposition or an adhesive layer.64 The
water-soluble graphene sheets reported here were used to easily
fabricate stable, ﬂexible FLG coatings on aluminum with no
additional adhesive layer by simply drop casting and drying the
solution at room temperature. The coatings were stable for
months (uncovered) on the benchtop and once dried appear to
be unsusceptible to bacterial contamination.
These coatings were thermo-cycled at extreme temperatures
(−60 and 80 °C) showing a strong resistance to cracking and
peeling (Figures S11 and S12 and eq S8). A single coating of
biographene on aluminum was tested with a homemade thermal
conductivity device, and the biographene/aluminum sample
exhibited superior lateral heat conduction to the uncoated
aluminum sample. From these measurements, the thermal
conductivity of the graphene in the sample was calculated to be
684 W m−1 K−1(Figures S13 and S14 and eq S9). This calculated
K value for our graphene (one coat, 2 μm thickness) was about
1.5 times higher than the graphene coating used in the
commercial sample (488 W m−1 K−1, 40 μm-thick), which
required a thermal adhesive to adhere to aluminum (Figure 7

aluminum beyond a single coating caused a signiﬁcant decrease
in the calculated thermal conductivity of the graphene (Figure
S14). Ghosh et al. report a decrease in thermal conductivity at
room temperature in going from a bilayer graphene sample to a
four-layer sample of 2800 to 1300 W m−1 K−1. They attributed
this decrease to cross-plane coupling of low-energy phonons and
elegantly explain that despite an increase in heat transport
channels with increasing graphene layers, these extra channels
do not transmit heat eﬀectively.68
Our coating fabrication process is not comparable to that of
graphene layers grown via CVD methods as are many of the
samples that are tested for thermal conductivity and therefore
deserves some discussion here. The through-plane (perpendicular) thermal conductivity value reported for the commercial
sample used in this study is 3−5 W m−1 K−1. The through-plane
thermal conductivity of graphene is said to be restricted by the
weak van der Waals interactions that connect graphene layers.71
It is plausible that the BSA in our graphene sample signiﬁcantly
decreases this perpendicular thermal conductivity value, by
further interrupting these van der Waals interactions, thereby
causing a higher thermal resistance with increasing sample
thickness. Additionally, the room-temperature thermal conductivity of BSA was previously found to be 0.231 W m−1 K−1
when testing dried BSA ﬁlms, which is signiﬁcantly lower than
even the through-plane thermal conductivity of graphene.72
Room-temperature thermal conductivities of graphite and
graphite materials range in the literature from 70 to 2200 W
m−1 K−1.73
With increasing biographene coatings on aluminum, there
was a noticeable increase in sample surface roughness that may
in turn have caused increased contact resistance for thermal
conduction between the heat source, sample, and heat sink
(Figure S15). This is a possible explanation for why our sample
with only one coat of biographene showed signiﬁcantly higher
in-plane thermal conductivity than the samples with more
coatings (Figure S14).
The stacking of few-layer biographene inherently deviates
from the single-layer graphene that has been shown to have inplane thermal conductivities as high as 3000−5000 W m−1
K−1.3,66 While coatings of biographene may not be ideal for
devices with strict lateral thermal conductivity needs, they could
be used eﬀectively in devices requiring heat radiators as well as
gradients of heat radiation. Consequently, these coatings on
aluminum have a variety of applications in corrosion resistance
and lightweight heat radiators.67
The decrease in lateral thermal conductivity with increased
biographene thickness is not thought to be due to vertical heat
transport because the volume of the air surrounding the samples
was insulated and because the average temperature of the
samples was not much higher than that of the still air
immediately surrounding the samples.
In addition to coating our biographene on aluminum and
testing the thermal conductivity, we have also coated
biographene on cellulose and tested its electrical conductivity
(Figure S16) against a known commercial sample. One coating
of biographene (0.4 μm) on cellulose paper was found to have a
conductivity value of about 1900 S/m, which could potentially
be increased with a higher loading.
3.6. Physical Insight Gained from the Current Studies.
The activation energy for a transformation of graphite to
graphene was examined by measuring the yield of biographene
produced at increasing temperatures at a constant stir speed, and
all other conditions were kept constant. A plot of the natural

Figure 7. Comparison of FLG lateral thermal conductivity at room
temperature reported in the literature. A number of diﬀerent graphene
coatings, as well as methods for measurement, were chosen for
comparison ranging from three- to eight-layer graphene, with and
without substrates. The lateral thermal conductivity measured for the
current study (684 W m−1 K−1) compares well with other reports in the
literature while also eliminating the need for an adhesive layer on
aluminum.68−70

and Table S3). The reported in-plane thermal conductivity of
the commercial sample was given as 1600 W m−1 K−1; therefore,
it may be fair to say that the one-coat biographene sample made
in this study would give a K value of about 2400 W m−1 K−1 if
calculated in the same manner; however, this would be quite a
stretch and further experimentation is necessary. This is a great
step toward easier production of eﬀective graphene/aluminum
radiators. As can be seen in Figure 7, our biographene coatings
exhibit lateral thermal conductivity values at room temperature
that are comparable to those reported in the literature for FLG
using a variety of diﬀerent methods and number of graphene
layers.68−70 Measurements 1−3 in Figure 7 use single multilayer
ﬂakes of graphene and are expected to be better than graphene
coatings. Measurements 4 and 5 used graphene coatings and
were measured using a homemade device (Figure S13).
The equation developed to calculate lateral thermal
conductivity of the samples tested in our apparatus is presented
as eq S9. We present these calculations with the understanding
that the evaluation of lateral thermal conductivity here is not
entirely accurate due to the nature of our homemade device.
Interestingly, increasing the number of biographene coatings on
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Figure 8. (A) Arrhenius plot used to calculate the thermal activation energy for biographene production in water of 8.65 kJ mol−1. (B) PseudoArrhenius plot constructed to calculate the shear activation energy for biographene production in water of 190 nJ mol−1. In both cases, the slope of the
plot was assumed to be equal to −EACTIVATION/R, where R = 8.31 J mol−1 K−1.

remaining 3N − 1 modes allowed. Thus, at the most, the shear
force populates this single translational mode to produce
graphene. Since the solvent ﬂow does not presumably populate
rotational or vibrational states, the energy is used extremely
eﬃciently to produce the product, instead of wasting by
distribution into the remaining 3N − 1 modes. For example,
thermal activation would populate all 3N modes, which include
all the translational, rotational, and vibrational modes, thus
wasting most of the energy. Therefore, selective translational
mode activation is achieved by shear force, making it
extraordinarily eﬃcient in exfoliating graphite.
We imagine this to be analogous to a scenario where a ream of
paper is placed directly in front of a fan. As the fan blows air at
the stack of paper, the sheets will easily go ﬂying oﬀ the stack. If,
however, the stack of paper was placed on top of a hot plate and
heated, it would take a considerably larger amount of heat
energy to “remove” a piece of paper from the stack.
In recognizing the diﬀerences between these two activation
pathways, it can be hypothesized that it is the excited
translational states that are giving rise to graphene rather than
excited vibrational or other states. The energy barrier measured
depends on the modes that are being activated, and therefore,
stirring is more energy-eﬃcient by selectively populating the
reactive translational state rather than attempting to populate all
allowed modes, explaining why such low shear rates can be used
to exfoliate graphite. The comparison of these energy barriers
oﬀers signiﬁcant insight into how to structure future graphene
exfoliation processes with very high energy eﬃciencies at room
temperature.

logarithm of product produced versus 1/T resulted in the
conventional Arrhenius plot (Figure 8A). The slope of this linear
plot gave an activation energy of 8.7 ± 2.2 kJ mol−1. We believe
that this is the activation energy required to convert graphite to
graphene under normal thermal conditions while stirring.
Thermal activation of the system populates all available modes
of graphite in compliance with the equipartition theorem. To the
best of our knowledge, this key parameter has not been
published and provides a useful insight into the activation of the
reactant and its conversion to the product, biographene. Since
biographene is produced by sliding the graphene from the
graphite crystal and subsequent adsorption of BSA onto the
separate sheet, we believe that the activation energy corresponds
to the sliding of the graphene. We assume that sliding of the
graphene sheet is the rate-determining step rather than the
binding of the protein to the exposed hydrophobic graphene
surface, thereby preventing restacking.
In comparison, we wondered what would be the activation
energy for graphene production in a stir reactor where the
ﬂowing solvent would transfer some of its energy to the top
layers of the graphite crystal, thereby exfoliating graphite. The
shear activation energy was measured by quantitating the
amount of product produced at increasing shear rates and
constant temperatures (20 °C) while keeping all other
parameters constant. Surprisingly, a plot of natural logarithm
of mass of product produced as a function of 1/(shear rate)
yielded a linear plot. Since shear rate has the same units as
temperature, this is a pseudo-Arrhenius plot where the
temperature is replaced with shear rate. The slope of the plot
gave an activation energy of 190 nJ mol−1. The very small value
of activation energy for shear-induced exfoliation is surprising
but entirely consistent with the idea that exfoliation requires
translational motion of the top layer of the crystal. This is further
discussed below.
The above two activation energies are astoundingly diﬀerent,
with the former being more than 45 billion times larger than the
latter. This aﬀords insight into the energy barriers that must be
overcome to exfoliate graphite. Why is the shear activation
energy so small? This may be because of the energy distribution
into a single translational mode among the 3N modes, where N
is the number of carbon atoms in a single sheet. When applying
shear force, all of the energy transferred from the moving solvent
to the surface of the crystal is directed into this single
translational mode along the direction of the ﬂow but not the

4. CONCLUSIONS
In this context, we report a simple method for the synthesis of
high-quality, biophilized graphene suspensions in water on an
industrial scale. These biographene suspensions are synthesized
using only a basic lab stir plate/stir bar to produce a low shear
rate and three ingredients: graphite, bovine serum albumin, and
water, all of which are environmentally friendly, non-toxic, and
inexpensively procured. High concentrations of biographene
can be produced continuously and with minimal human
intervention using this method. The biographene suspensions
produced show no oxidative or sp3 defects, are three to ﬁve
layers, and have proven to be stable for over 100 days in solution.
The inexpensive biographene coatings of the present study had
thermal conductivity values better than commercial samples by
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18%, which is highly advantageous for thermal management of
spacecrafts. The physical insight gained in the current study
implies that translational excitation is an important mechanistic
path for graphene production via solvent-mediated exfoliation of
graphite. We hypothesize that stir-mediated exfoliation of other
layered solids would follow a similar pathway and can be
exfoliated eﬃciently just by stirring. This has not been
established, and therefore, the physical insight gained in this
study provides new leads in producing other two-dimensional
materials in a very energy-eﬃcient manner.

Dr. Ajith Pattammattel for helpful discussion and Ajitha
Chivukula for proofreading the manuscript.
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